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THE ULTIMATE NONLINEAR ONLINE EDITING SYSTEM    VERSION 4

features
- Vertical Timeline Editing, Soft Effects, and Nested Containers for unlimited layered effects capability in the timeline
- Drag, drop and preview Soft Effects before rendering for unparalleled speed
- Unprecedented high-performance HDTV capture and conform with standard video resolution hardware
- Universal Mastering: create once, distribute in many formats
- Automated project transfers with edit, and enhanced interchange with Discreet’s Effects product line
- Creative advancements to DVE module, Text, Color Corrector, Stabilizer, EditDesk, and Source Area
- Audio animation and external audio controller support with complete hotkey mapping ability
- Advanced painting features for automated rotoscoping and animated paint effects

fire® is a resolution independent, uncompressed nonlinear editing system, supporting real-time, online editing and complex
visual effects compositing for film, HDTV, NTSC, and PAL.

With its the real-time interactivity and fluid user interface, artists can capture, edit, conform, and composite images with
high-performance results for true artistic experimentation. 

fire is the ultimate nonlinear online editing system, supporting real-time capture of uncompressed images including HDTV.
Its extensive vertical editing toolset combines with the sophisticated visual effects of inferno® and flame®- all accessible
directly from the editing timeline. fire offers unlimited layered effects designed from within the timeline, full bandwidth RGB
image quality, and all the productivity benefits of true nonlinear editing. fire is supported by Discreet networking, storage,
and infrastructure solutions and integrates with all of Discreet’s products for seamless facility workflow. fire also provides a
range of additional effects creation capabilities through sparks™, Discreet’s third party plug-in program.
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AT A GLANCE

video editing
- Gestural, picture-based editing interface with multiple

libraries on desktop
- Vertical Editing: unlimited layers in the timeline with

video containers for flexibility with complex effects
and versioning

- Soft Edits: uncommitted edits, transitions and speed
changes for creative experimentation

- Soft Effects: Timewarp, Color Corrector, Blender, and
Axis-Soft Axis includes Keying capability

- Create, drag, drop and preview effects on any clip,
segment, selection, or container in the timeline

- Efficient storyboard, timeline, and Container views
- Multiple players on the EditDesk for fast sync,

trimming, and Soft Effects, such as scene to scene
color correction

- Advanced paint module including autopaint with
motion tracking for fast rotoscoping and rig removal 

- Powerful editing syntax: 2, 3, 4 point edits, trim, slip,
slide shots, and transitions

- Support for 24, 25, 30 (DF/ NDF), 50, and 60 fps
timecode

- Automatic audio/video sync break detection
- Fully animatable speed curves with adjustable inter-

frame mixing and trailing for vari-speeds
- User-definable hot keys and specialized keycaps for

fast access to functions
- Real-time letterbox and overlays, loop replay, BVB /

VBV / VVV previews, field/ frame monitoring, full
resolution, or proxy monitoring

- Track-to-track, real-time video compare function
- Undo and redo for all editing operations

audio editing
- Fully-integrated Discreet Audio subsystem 

with 48 kHz, 16-bit quality audio
- Eight simultaneous record and playback tracks with

checkerboard-free crossfades
- Fully keyframeable animation control of audio levels,

pans, and EQ with real-time playback
- Bundled audio plug-ins (reverb, modulation, dynamic

compression, full parametric EQ)
- Full feature support of external audio controller with

transport control and hotkey mapping ability (JL Cooper
MCS-3800)

- Audio timetwist and timestretch with pitch 
correction control

- Audio mix-down capabilities
- Unlimited virtual audio tracks
- Waveform display and audio scrubbing
- Sub-frame (1/100) editing
- Audio file import and export (.wav, .aiff, .aifc)
- SMPTE / EBU LTC timecode output  

EDL
- EDL import/export (CMX, SONY, GVG) of cuts, dissolves,

SMPTE wipes, freeze-frames, vari-speed, split edits,
and comments

- Total EDL management toolset
- Import/Export of comments convention for clip names

and audio track remapping
- Multiple EDLs may be loaded and digitized simultaneously
- C-mode auto capture of multiple EDLs with adjustable

trim handles
- Multi-layer, multi-track, or Container assembly from

multiple EDLs
- Instant auto-conforming
- Automated project transfers from edit to fire:

timewarps, color corrections, text animations,
transition animations, and DVE moves   

color correction
- RGB control of hue, saturation, contrast, gamma, gain,

and offset adjustments
- Selective correction of highlights, midtones, or

shadows
- Advanced color selection and color matching
- Internal Waveform and Vectorscope
- Frame buffer for precise color comparisons 

keying
- Luma or chroma keying (color channel, HLS, YUV, RGB,

or RGBCMYL)
- Adjustable tolerance, softness, shrink, and 

matte erosion
- Color suppression for spill removal
- Unlimited number of spline-based garbage mattes

layering and DVE
- 12 DVE layers with independent control of key, color

correction, tracking, and axis attributes
- Two, three, or four viewports for precise compositing
- Assign layers and lights to up to 12 global axes with a

schematic control view
- Layer re-entry
- Displacement mapping
- True 3D space work environment with camera control

and up to eight light sources
- 3D text creation
- Import of multiple 3D models on a single layer
- Support of 3d studio max® files and axis icon

functions stabilizer and tracker
- Precise motion analysis
- Stabilize footage and compensate for transfer jitters,

unstable cameras
- Track motion with perspective and automate four-point

corner pinning
- Track and automate spline-based garbage mattes
- Sub-pixel image magnifying glass for accurate

positioning of trackers
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character generation
- Import standard Adobe Type 1 and True Type fonts,

including Asian (CID) fonts and ASCII text files
- Unlimited number of layers
- Independent character adjustment of fill, transparency,

shadow, outline, underline, kerning, and axis control;
tabulation, spell checking; logo import

- Create and apply user-definable font styles
- Roll and crawl layers with automatic optimization for

precise roll/crawl speeds

filter
- Emboss, fabric, halo, reticulate, sharpen, soften, and

many other filters
- User-definable matrices or procedural filters
- Combine as multiple stages of filtering

advanced paint
- Sophisticated autopaint capabilities: animate, track,

and record brush strokes, multi-layer graphic shapes or
cut-outs for automated rotoscoping, precise matte
extraction or travelling mattes

- Dirt, scratch, and wire removal
- Hand-drawn garbage mattes and creative painting
- Customizable airbrushes
- Clone, blur, smear, shade, filter, and wash effects
- Animatable geometry and cutouts
- User-definable brush sizes, shapes and effects  

project management tools
- Project-based working environment
- Desktop and libraries can be viewed in proxy mode or

as a multi-column list with integrated sorting tools
- Storage consolidation tools
- Full archiving of audio, video, and setup files to

different devices   

facility connectivity and workflow solutions
- Support for industry-standard image file formats
- Support for AIFF audio file import and export
- RS-422 control of VTRs
- Compatibility with Discreet editing, effects, and

infrastructure products
- SoftEdit, clip, and effects compatibility with Discreet

Effects systems
- Support for flame or flint® on the same system 

as smoke®

storage 
- Discreet stone® arrays: guaranteed bandwidth for true

random access of noncompressed video
- RAID 3 protection from data loss of audio and video

media and non-obstructive background healing
- Capacity and bandwidth scalable, including delivery of

an HDTV video steam (1920x1080) or film stream
(2048x1556) in real time

- Concurrent storage of 525, 625, any DTV/HDTV or film
project without hard partitions  

networking
- Discreet wire® for high-speed transfer of audio and

video clips
- Intuitive user interface to browse remote libraries,

view proxies, and scrub through clips
- Supports TCP/IP to run on any network; optimized

for HiPPI 

resolution independent, open architecture 
- Real-time capture of HDTV and 601
- 8-bits per channel color depth
- Supports any resolution up to 2048x2048
- Over 400 sparks™ third party plug-ins available to

extend the capabilities of the system



additional information
To obtain more information about Discreet systems and software visit the Discreet web site at www.discreet.com
or email product_info@discreet.com

10 rue Duke. Montréal. Québec. Canada  H3C.2L7
United States/Canada call 1.800.869.3504 International call 514.393.0110

Contact your local reseller for sales information. Resellers are listed on the Discreet web site at www.discreet.com
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Product information and specifications are subject to change without notice. This publication may include inadvertent technical inacurracies or typographical errors.
Autodesk, Inc./Discreet Logic Inc. provides this information ”as is“, without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including any implied warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.(This exclusion may not apply to you as some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties).

Discreet is a division of Autodesk, Inc. 3d studio max, inferno, fire, flame, flint, smoke, stone and wire are registered trademarks and Discreet and sparks are
trademarks of Autodesk Inc./Discreet Logic Inc. in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders.
© Copyright 2000 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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